TigerTurf Education Range

TigerTurf’s synthetic, all-weather, multi-use playing surfaces are fast becoming a standard consideration for primary, intermediate and secondary schools around the country and internationally. Facilities provide the opportunity for students to be more active, healthy and engaged in sport, encouraging more sports activity, enabling kids to play – rain or shine.

TigerTurf’s multi-sport surfaces enable schools to accommodate a number of different sports with surfaces engineered to satisfy the performance criteria required for each sport. And multi-sport surfaces provide better value for money by accommodating a number of sports in a single area, requiring less land for the various sporting disciplines.

**Inspiring students to be active and participate is achievable when they can practice their skills on top class playing surfaces.**

TigerTurf’s market-leading synthetic grass surfaces (and expert design, build and install teams) assist by delivering high quality, customised solutions that will transform your school grounds into aesthetically attractive, safe and practical play areas, usable regardless of the weather. Extended playing hours on performance based surfaces designed for a wide range of sports and activities means healthier, more active and inspired students and greater participation and enhanced skill development.

**With your investment in a TigerTurf multi-use surface you will achieve…**

A brilliantly versatile facility that not only provides multi-use possibilities but also looks fantastic, becoming a focal point of your school and creating a more vibrant school culture.

A durable, long-life, low maintenance, free draining surface which is playable in all weather – wet or dry, hot or freezing conditions. TigerTurf provides a top-class surface that is available for play when other sports fields are closed enabling planning and scheduling of training and games with confidence.

A reduction in playground injuries. TigerTurf’s specially cushioned surfaces are less stressful on players’ knees, ankles and backs, having an important advantage of decreasing playground and sporting injuries. Some synthetic grass systems offer an optional rubber shockpad underlay providing greater cushioning. TigerTurf have a proven performance in schools for over 30 years with thousands of successful installations across the world.
**Multi-Sport**

Turning tired school grounds into brilliant, all weather, multi-sport playgrounds is delivering significant benefits in schools worldwide.

There are three distinct synthetic grass options.

- **Versatile Multi-Sport** surfaces enabling your school to incorporate several activities – Tennis, Netball, Hockey, Football, Cricket and Basketball as well as a number of different games – into one space maximising the use of that space, usable all year round.

- **Synthetic sport fields** using a longer pile multi-sport surface replicates the playing performance and feel of natural turf fields – ideal for Football, Rugby, AFL, Futsal, Hockey, American Football, and Lacrosse. Incorporate a running track as a bright, practical and distinctive feature and you have maximum utility, maximum performance and maximum participation on fields that never need to be closed.

- ** Beautify passive and recreational areas** with TigerTurf’s landscape grass. These areas require little maintenance – no mowing, fertilising, chemicals or watering – creating attractive all-weather outdoor areas where students can meet, eat and study.

Many other activities can be included including running tracks, hopscotch, four square, logos and other designs.

The result is a brilliantly versatile facility that looks fantastic, becoming a focal point of your school.

**Typical multi-use layouts**

TigerTurf multi-use surfaces can be configured to suit the sports and games that will be played on them. A range of contrasting colours are available. Mobile goals and nets can divide a multi-use facility into different temporary modules.

Popular combinations include:

- A running track with permanently marked lanes and the infield marked out for Football, Hockey, Tennis, Volleyball or Netball.
- A hockey field with up to 5 tennis courts marked in contrasting line colours.
- Tennis courts and netball courts sharing the same surface with practice circles for hockey or football.
- An attractive, clean, junior school playground with line markings for hopscotch, mini-tennis and other children’s games.
TenCate Grass develops and manufactures synthetic turf fibres and components, and designs systems for sports, recreation and landscape applications. Together with partners in the industry TenCate Grass aims to pursue a system approach. This gives users confidence in playing characteristics and durability. TenCate Grass is technology-driven and occupies a leading market position worldwide.

TenCate, materials that make a difference